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Discover the thousand 
facets of a unique land 
by bike

wenty-three itineraries to breathe 
together with a magical nature, 
which in Friuli Venezia Giulia gets 

different at every turn and at every new 
glance. Try to imagine yourself on your 
bike while you are immersing in woods 
where trees, with the reflections of the 
sun, create always new spectacles.
Green mountains and enchanted valleys 
will only be interrupted by crowns of 
peaks that erect towards the blue sky. 
In the hills, then, you will go up and down 
looking for those bright reflections which 
run after one another through the 
vineyards in which wines that are known 
all over the world are born, or hide in 
mighty castles. On top of the hills age-old 
trees, powerful and peaceful, will invite 
you to enjoy the slow charm of bike riding. 
The whole region is interwoven with the 
blue of rivers and streams. And here and 
there rustic farmhouses and farm holiday 
centres, malghe (shepherd’s huts) and 
osmizze (typical family run country 
restaurants which sell their own produced 

wine and food) peep in. It will not be 
difficult to find them, you will only have 
to follow the wonderful perfumes of the 
rich local cooking. All the routes we are 
suggesting are loop routes and each of 
them offers two levels of difficulty. In 
every itinerary kilometres and running time, 
data on the road surface (dirt and asphalt 
roads), difference in height, advice on the 
required degree of experience, suggested 
stops are indicated. Choose the emotions 
you want to live: the Carnic Alps or the 
Alps of the area of Tarvisio, the green 
valleys of Torre or Natisone, the Dolomites 
of Friuli and the piedmont of the area of 
Pordenone, the Collio hills and the hills 
of the vineyards, Piancavallo or the Carso 
which overlooks the sea, it will always be 
a unique experience!

ROUTE CLASSIFICATION

Red: difficult route
Blue: for everyone
Green: for beginners
        main route
        shorter route
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1.  Discovering the Carso
2.  Cividale and the Valli del Natisone 
  (valleys of Natisone)
3.  From Corno di Rosazzo to Castelmonte  
  through vineyards and woods 
4.  From Fusine in Valromana to the mountain  
  hut Rifugio Zacchi
5.  From Monte Quarin to the ridge of Dolegna  
  del Collio  
6.  From Forgaria nel Friuli to Malga del monte  
  Cuar (shepherd’s hut of Mount Cuar)
7.  From Forni di Sopra to the mountain  
  hut Rifugio Giaf
8.  Tour of the Malghe (shepherd’s huts) 
  of Forni di Sopra
9.  From Gemona to Venzone
10.  The places of WWI on the Carso of the  
  area of Gorizia
11. From Fagagna to Colloredo di Montalbano  
12.  Joanaz and the amphitheatre of Torreano  
  di Cividale
13.  Piancavallo and the Cansiglio plateau
14. Malghe (shepherd’s huts) of Montasio 
15.  Monte dei Pini Conconello  
16. Monte Forno and “Cippo dei Tre Confini”  
  boundary stone
17. From Alesso to the Stavoli Palar (Palar  
  rustic houses) immersed in the Carnic 
  Pre-Alps
18. Sauris: tour of the malghe 
  (shepherd’s huts) 
19. Sella Nevea and the lake of Raibl
20. Bartolo valley, Sella di Bartolo, Malga  
  Acomizza
21. Valli del Torre (Valley of the Torre stream)
22. Val Venzonassa (Venzonassa Valley)
23. Visit to the Rocca di Monfalcone (Fortress  
  of Monfalcone) cycling on the Carso of the  
  Isonzo area
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e leave the parking area keeping the 
Sincrotrone buildings on our right 
and we head north passing among 

the small houses of the area until we get, 
after turning right, to the road Basovizza-
Opicina. After about seventy metres, we 
turn right at once and climbing up a slight 
slope, we get to the asphalt road which 
leads to Gropada. 

Two-hundred metres of asphalt slope will 
lead us to the highest spot of the route. 
When we are in Gropada, we pass through 
the village and keeping left, at the end 
of the town we turn into a dirt path that 
with a funny and never difficult descent, 
will lead us to Trebiciano. At the end of 
the descent we keep right and ride among 
the houses, getting to the start of the 
cycle route that leads to Orlek in Slovenia. 
We turn left among the houses, we cross 
the main road and after the bridge of the 
highway we turn left. After running across 
part of Campo Carri, we get first to the 
Research Area and then to the Globojner 
park; after the subway, we keep cycling on 
the main road, skipping all the crossroads, 
until we reach an asphalt road near the 
Tennis Club Triestino. We turn right and 
we cycle along the road for about one 
kilometre and, once the descent has 
started, we turn left into a dirt road and 
then we turn left twice again riding along 
the golf course, we cross a crossroad and 
we get, after turning left once again, to the 
starting point.

W

1.Discovering the Carso
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INFO: TurismoFVG Trieste
tel. +39 040 3478312
info.trieste@turismo.fvg.it
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The route for beginners gives 
us the possibility to cycle across 
very particular and typical 
places, through the conifer 
woods, near the golf courses 
or on a barren moor like the 
legendary “Campo Carri” on 
which until the 1980s the tanks 
of the Army, which was very 
present at that time, carried 
out their manoeuvres.
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• Difficulty classification: GREEN  

 (for beginners)
• Start/Finish: Sincrotrone Parking 
 area in Basovizza.
• Distance: 13 km
• Time: 2 hours
• Difference in height: 100 m
• Maximum height: 406 m asl (Gropada)
• Cycling: 100% 
• Road surface: 50% dirt road, 
 50% asphalt road



 eaving from piazza Ristori (Ristori 
square) in the heart of Cividale and 
heading north, take the main road 356 

towards Tarcento. Following the signs “tiro a 
segno nazionale” (national target-shooting), 
take via Zuccola and then turn right 
following the road signed to Gispergo. 
Turn into the road of Gradois where the dirt 
road begins. At the following fork, take the 
road on your right. At the crossroads keep 
going straight on, while if you turn right you 
go towards the main road which links 
Cividale to the valleys of Natisone, turn left 

climbing up an asphalt slope. 
From here you will get to a 
basin, follow it until you get 
to the village of Macorinis. 
At the stop signal turn right, 
you will get to a crossroads 
marked by a small chapel 
with holy images where you 
will take the road on your left 
towards Vernasso. Keep 
riding on the asphalt which 
runs along the right bank of 
Natisone passing through 
Oculis; after entering the 
municipality of Pulvero, you 

will pass through, in this sequence, Biarzo, 
borgo Spagnut, Biacis, Cras and Tarcetta, 
from where, after about a uphill kilometre, 

you will get to the cave of San Giovanni 
d’Antro. Back in Tarcetta, take the bridge 
on the left which links the two banks of the 
Natisone river and leads to the main road. 
Cross it and take the forest road which 
climbs up on the opposite side. At the bend 
of the first slope, keep riding through the 
wood, then among the houses until you get 
to the asphalt. On the asphalt road you will 
get to Ponteacco, keep riding downhill to the 
Agip sign. Turn left on a small chapel with 
holy images, at the following fork turn right 
and keep riding to the Enel (Italian 
electricity board) substation. Keep left and 
keep riding until you get to the stone lion in 
Sorzento. At the road sign turn left towards 
Becis. At the entrance of the village, follow 
the country road as far as the church of San 
Pietro. Here cross the road and go towards 
the bridge of Oculis. Ride towards Vernasso. 
Straight on as far as the military post, then 
towards the poplar grove and the quarry, 
until you get to a bridge which leads to the 
dirt road you have already covered to get to 
Macorins. On the asphalt you will then get 
to the fork of the sports ground, at the 
following crossroads take the road on the 
right and, riding straight on, on the asphalt 
you will get to see Sanguarzo. From here, 
ride towards Cividale to go back to the 
starting point.

L

2.Cividale and the Valli del   
   Natisone (valleys of Natisone)
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This itinerary is very interesting both because 
of the naturalistic value of the valleys and 
because of the historical importance of the 
places you pass through. The most suitable 
period of the year is spring or autumn, but this 
itinerary is easily practicable all over the year.

INFO: TurismoFVG Udine
tel. +39 0432 295972
info.udine@turismo.fvg.it

• Difficulty classification: BLUE

• Start/Finish: Piazza Ristori, Cividale 
 del Friuli (UD)
• Distance: 25 km
• Time: 2.30 hours / 3 hours 
• Difference in height: 270 m 
• Maximum height: 320 m asl (Antro) 
• Cycling: 100%
• Road surface: 20% dirt road, 
 80% asphalt road
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eaving from the Shrine of Madonna 
d’Aiuto of Corno di Rosazzo you will 
reach the recreational area of Bosco 

Romagno (Romagno wood), through the 
woods you will get to Prepotto. Climbing 
up the promontory called “Ronc dal 
Quaian” you will reach the area of 
Buccovizza and after a short asphalt 
stretch of road you can turn into the path 
Sentiero Italia n. 748. At the fork you will 
have to choose whether to take the 
shorter route towards the Albana Castle 
and return as described afterwards or 
keep riding towards Castelmonte getting 
to S. Pietro di Chiazzacco, panoramic 
spot and ancient house to visit. Pleasant 
place where to stop and meet with those 
who want to reach the destination by car. 
The arrival point is the Medieval village 
of Castelmonte where you can visit one 
of the most visited Marian Shrines of the 
region and you can admire one of the 
most beautiful views of the area: from 
Monte Canin to Monte Nero and Matajur, 

to the plain of Friuli as far as the Adriatic 
coast. Following the path Sentiero Italia 
n. 748 you will reach the chapel Cappella 
dei Tre Re and the country villages 
Fragielis and Bodigoi. Cycling alongside 
the Judrio you will reach the Albana 
Castle where the shorter route links up.

Shorter route 
You will reach the Albana Castle and 
Prepotto. From Poianis climb up beyond 
Craoretto on the road that leads to 
Spessa. Through the Bosco Romagno, 
admiring its flora and fauna, you will 
see the church of San Leonardo di 
Gramogliano in Corno di Rosazzo. 
Along the cycle track you will reach 
the parking area of departure.

L

3.From Corno di Rosazzo 
   to Castelmonte through     
   vineyards and woods
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INFO: TurismoFVG Gorizia
tel. +39 0481 535764
info.gorizia@turismo.fvg.it
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This itinerary offers one of the main ways used by the pilgrims coming from the villages of the 
plain of Torre and Natisone to get to Castelmonte passing through Corno di Rosazzo. It unravels 
through the typical vineyards of the hills of Corno, the streets of Prepotto alternated with chestnut 
and acacia woods and allows to reach the foot of the ridge of the hills of Castelmonte almost 
totally out of the way and immersed in nature. This itinerary unravels on country roads, paths and 
cartroads with road surfaces which vary from clayey to cobbled ground. In the second part of the 
itinerary from 300 m asl, there are stretches of path on meadows and calcareous rocks. 
The complete itinerary has short technical stretches which are difficult going uphill and downhill. 
For the safety of those who are less expert we advise to walk on the short descending stretch of 
path after the chapel Cappella dei Tre Re.
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• Difficulty classification: RED 

 complete version (people who are used to   
 physical effort; good technical preparation 
 in some parts)

• Start/Finish: Parking area of the Church   
 Shrine of Madonna d’Aiuto Corno di 
 Rosazzo (UD)
• Distance: 41 Km (complete to Castelmonte),  
 20 Km (shorter route, Albana di Prepotto)
• Time: 5 hours / 6.30 hours
• Difference in height: 720 m
• Maximum height: 607 m asl (Castelmonte)
• Cycling: 100% experts (95% tourist) 
• Road surface: 80% cartroad, off-road paths 
 / 20% asphalt road



4.From Fusine in Valromana 
   to the mountain hut Rifugio    
   Zacchi

12

fter parking your car in Fusine in 
Valromana, take the road, which 
starts climbing up towards the lakes, 

after the Lake Inferiore and arrived at the 
Lake Superiore go beyond the bar and 
enter the wood. You will cycle on a 
cartroad, not particularly hard as far as 
the hut Capanna Ghezzi, but which will 
test your physical qualities in the stretch 
of road, which leads to the mountain hut 
Rifugio Zacchi, as in some points the 
slopes will be particularly demanding.
After resting for a while at the hut, go 

back for some hundreds of metres until 
you turn into the path to Alpe Vecchia 
(path n. 513). 
Alternating cycling with walking, you 
will get to the spot where the path gets 
cartroad again and briefly to the Alpe 
del Lago, from where, descending, you 
will go back to the Lakes. 
Your efforts, then, will be over and only 
the descent to Fusine will be left, but 
before stopping cycling, a short tour 
around the Lakes to enjoy their 
naturalistic beauties would be worth it.

A
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This fantastic loop route allows to get to see the chain of the Monte Mangart and of the Ponze. 
The slope is demanding and at intervals you will have to walk and push your mountain bike, but 
the effort will be repaid by the sight of this giant and of these rocky faces, desired goal of many 
climbers. At the beginning this is an asphalt road, then it is a cartroad and finally it is a path, it 
needs good technical and physical preparation. It is not unlikely to meet some animals, do not 
forget that you are in the Fusine Natural Park. At the beginning of the descent you will have to 
get off the bike, as the path is rather steep and we advise you to be particularly careful.

INFO: TurismoFVG Tarvisio
tel. +39 0428 2135
info.tarvisio@turismo.fvg.it

• Difficulty classification: RED

  (physically and technically demanding,  
 although not particularly long)
• Start/Finish: Fusine in Valromana,  
 mountain hut Rifugio Zacchi and 
 return. Loop route.
• Distance: about 15 Km 
• Time: 2 hours / 3 hours
• Difference in height: 600 m
• Maximum height: 1,380 m asl 
 (mountain hut Rifugio Zacchi)
• Cycling: 85%
• Road surface: 70% cartroad, off-road  
 paths / 30% asphalt road



5.From Monte Quarin to the   
   ridge of Dolegna del Collio

eaving from the parking area of the 
sports area of Corno, passing through 
the village of Visinale, we trespass 

on the old Austro-Hungarian reign, 
visiting the village of Giassicco for which 
this historical period is very important. 
Climbing up towards Monte Quarin from 
the wood side of San Giorgio, you can 
visit the homonymous church and tower. 
From the large square climb up towards 
the Madonna del Soccorso church from 
whose wonderful panoramic spot we get 
to the top where there is the tower of the 
Medieval castle, which was inhabited 
until the XVI century. Descending towards 
Montona, as soon as it is possible we 
enter the Plessiva wood in order to go 
downhill towards the recreational area on 
the cartroad, which very soon becomes a 
funny single track. We ride towards Vencò 
climbing up the Ruttars promontory. Here 
it is possible to choose the shorter route 
or reach the ridge of Sant’Elena on the 
opposite side of the valley and reach the 
village of Lonzano, where you can stop 
to visit the San Giacobbe church and the 
house in which Pietro Zorutti was born. 
You will get to Scriò along the cartroad or 
facing the arduous slope of the Ronchetto 
wood. Beyond Scriò we slightly climb 

height until we reach the old mountain 
border post to Slovenia. The technical 
slope allows us to reach Restoccina 
where, along the asphalt road, we get to 
Poianis from Prepotto: at the end of the 
slope of Craoretto we enter the Bosco 
Romagno (Romagno wood) where, along 
the old military road, we link to the 
shorter route.

Shorter route
From Vencò we cross the Recca and 
Judrio rivers getting to Novacuzzo and 
climbing up through the vineyards we 
reach the old military road on the ridge. 
Climbing up towards Gramogliano under 
the arcade formed by vegetation, reach 
the entrance of the path, which leads 
to Monte Zuc from where you can reach 
Casa Rossa and then Corno from the 
roads through the vineyards.

L

14
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The itinerary unravels on the wide area of hills between 
Cormons, Plessiva to Lonzano and Scriò to come 
downhill across the valley of Judrio and the ridge of 
the Bosco Romagno in the valley of Corno di Rosazzo.
You pass through two protected natural areas: the 
Bosco Plessiva and the Bosco Romagno, where you 
can admire autochthonous vegetal species besides 
chestnuts and oaks or see small squirrels, badgers 
and roes. Thanks to the draining ground of the paths, 
with their typical flaky soil called “ponca”, and to the 
cartroads, the route is practicable all over the year. 
In some short parts there are steps or variations with 
technical and demanding slopes.
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INFO: TurismoFVG Gorizia
tel. +39 0481 535764
info.gorizia@turismo.fvg.it

• Difficulty classification: BLUE 

 (for all cyclists, with minimum athletic 
 and technical preparation)
• Start/Finish: Parking area of the sports ground 
 of Corno di Rosazzo (UD)
• Distance: 43 Km (complete, as far as Scriò), 
 26 Km (shorter route, Vencò)
• Time: 4 hours / 5.30 hours
• Difference in height: 670 m
• Maximum height: 274 m asl (Monte Quarin)
• Cycling: 100%  
• Road surface: 60% cartroad, 20% paths, 
 20% asphalt road



6.From Forgaria nel Friuli  
   to Malga del Monte Cuar 
   (shepherd’s hut of Mount Cuar)

e will start cycling along the road 
which leads to Forgaria and after 
Forgaria we will keep cycling on 

the main road signed to Monte Prât where 
we will arrive after a long and demanding 
slope. We will then cross the plateau 
and keep riding along the road which 
intersects the south-eastern ridge of 
Monte Corno towards Cuel de Forchia and 
begins descending with even very steep 
descents. After some stretches of steep 
descent, we will have to be careful to turn 
right into the dirt track towards the malga 

(shepherd’s hut). At this 
point it is possible to 
choose the shorter route 
and keep cycling on the 
asphalt road towards 
Avasinis. On the left side 
of the road there is a no 
thoroughfare sign at the 
beginning of the track 
we have to turn into to 
reach the Malga monte 
Cuar (shepherd’s hut 

of Mount Cuar). The first stretch of road 
enters a luxuriant wood first of firs and 
then of beeches.
The landscape will become the typical 
landscape of high pasture lands when 
we will get to see the malga - (mountain   

hut of Monte Cuar). It is advisable to 
reach the ridge on foot, climbing up the 
meadows in order to enjoy a wonderful 
view in all directions. 
On the track again, we will ride east still 
going up one hundred metres, before 
facing the thrilling descent which will 
take us back to the asphalt road we have 
already covered. During the descent, pay 
attention to the steep, sheer parts and 
to the cement drains. Follow the road 
north as far as Avasinis, turn right, then 
turn right again at the crossroads towards 
Peonis, then towards Cornino, thus 
getting back to the starting point.

Shorter route
Finish the excursion without facing the 
slope to the malga, avoiding a difference 
in height of about 400 m on the dirt road. 
Follow the asphalt road towards Avasinis. 
This shorter version can become interesting 
visiting the (rustic house) stavolo Cesaria 
before the crossroads with the dirt road 
coming from the shepherd’s huts.

W
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INFO: TurismoFVG Udine
tel. +39 0432 295972
info.udine@turismo.fvg.it
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This itinerary is a proposal to visit the still operating shepherd’s huts (malghe) 
of the Carnic Pre-Alps which are closer to San Daniele del Friuli and Majano. 
The plateau of Monte Prat is a rolling and undulating sward characterised by 
karstic water phenomena. In fact, there are sinkholes and dolinas. You will 
cross wide meadows and lands covered by bushes and trees, finding stavoli 
(rustic houses), which are evidence of haymaking and mountain pasture. This 
itinerary unravels on asphalt and dirt road. To get to the starting point you can 
use the road which links Forgaria to Avasinis, which is fully practicable by car.
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• Difficulty 
 classification: RED   
 complete route (for  
 people who are used  
 to physical effort and  
 have a good technical  
 preparation in some  
 parts)
• Start/Finish: “Centro  
 per la reintroduzione  
 del Grifone” (Centre  
 for the reintroduction  
 of the Griffon-vulture)  
 parking area in   
 Cornino (UD)
• Distance: 48 Km   
 (complete - Malga),  
 30 Km (shorter route,  
 Cuel di Forchia) 
• Time: 3.30 hours 
 / 4 hours 
• Difference in height:  
 1,200 m
• Maximum height:  
 1,271 m asl Bosco  
 del Monte Cuar (Wood  
 of Mount Cuar)
• Cycling: 100% tourist 
• Road surface: 35%  
 cartroad, 65% asphalt  
 road
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7.From Forni di Sopra to the   
   mountain hut Rifugio Giaf

tarting from the sports area of Forni 
di Sopra we climb slightly west where 
we reach the asphalt road of the Val 

di Giaf. Here it is possible to choose the 
easy route to Nuoitas. You will reach the 
mountain hut Rifugio Giaf proceeding along 
the asphalt road and later dirt road following 
the signpost Cai (Italian alpine club) 346.
The last climbing part is demanding, 
predominantly in the open air and in the 
sun. From the Rifugio Giaf cycle again along 
the last part of slope to turn into the dirt 
road which, crossing the beech, fir and pine 
wood, gets to the scree of the Lavinal stream 
where the most demanding, because of the 
gravelly soil, section to get downhill begins. 
In the wood there are sections with a safer 
ground. Downhill turn into the cross-country 
ski track which leads to Forni di Sopra where 
you can reach the Davost plain by means 
of difficult variants due to the slippery and 
leaning ground. Keep cycling along the dirt 
loop of Forni di Sopra, signpost CAI 362, 
reaching Palas through the rich pine, fir and 
coppice wood; here there is an equipped rest 
area. The demanding descent leads us to a 
fork where we can choose the second shorter 
variant and ride towards the Dria power plant 
or go onto the right bank of the Dria stream 
and, after wading across it, we keep cycling 
east following the CAI 368 dirt road.

The loop provides some steep slope and 
single track variants, across woods and 
meadows. After the small bridge over the 
Pissangala take the forest route which 
descends to the Dria power plant.
After leaving the road to Andrazza, go back 
to the village across the meadows and on 
the right bank of the Tagliamento river bed.
You will cross the village of Cella with the 
small church of S. Floriano and reach the 
starting point.

Shorter routes
1.The first part along the left bank of 
the Tagliamento (for everyone) crosses 
the cartroad of the val di Giaf (Giaf valley). 
We keep cycling along the river and before 
the main road we turn into the road towards 
Nuoitas. You can return to Forni di Sopra 
using part of the main itinerary, which 
follows the cross-country ski track.
2.After the equipped rest area of Palas, keep 
on the left side of the Dria stream, across 
the bridge on the Tagliamento we reach the 
road, which leads to Andrazza.

S

INFO: TurismoFVG Forni di Sopra
tel. +39 0433 886767
info.fornidisopra@turismo.fvg.it
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This itinerary unravels across the Tagliamento valley of the area of Forni di 
Sopra and partly in the Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane (Park of the Dolomites 
of Friuli). This route, already proposed by the guides of Forni, is a loop 
track from which some variants, which allow to reduce or extend the 
itinerary, branch off. You will cross interesting naturalistic areas through 
fir, pine, beech woods and meadows. The ground of the route is very 
varied: forest cartroads, dirt paths and meadows. What is different from the 
other itineraries is the quantity of fords across small trickles and streams. 
Moreover, the asphalt parts will be appreciated by those who are less 
trained. This itinerary is generally practicable from April to October, when 
there is no snow, and to be completely appreciated, with all its variants, it 
requires minimum training.
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• Difficulty classification: RED 

 complete version (for people who are used   
 to physical effort and have a good technical   
 preparation in some parts).  
• Start/Finish: Parking area of the Sports   
 Centre of Davost
• Distance: 24 Km (complete - mountain 
 hut Rifugio Giaf) 
• Time: 3 hours / 4 hours
• Difference in height: 900 m
• Maximum height: 1,400 m asl (mountain   
 hut Rifugio Giaf)
• Cycling: 90% difficult variants - experts/   
 100% shorter variants 
• Road surface: 75% cartroad, 15% off-road   
 paths / 10% asphalt road



8.Tour of the Malghe 
(shepherd’s huts) 
of Forni di Sopra

eaving from the main square of Forni 
di Sopra, climb up the dirt road 
signed CAI 208 which in some parts 

is an asphalt road. After easily wading 
across the Tartoiana stream, you will get 
to the Sociaval fork, where you can choose 
which hut you want to reach first, thus 
deciding the itinerary of the whole 
excursion. Cycling towards the Tragonia 
hut, turn right into the forest track which 
will become CAI 211 path. You will reach 
the Tragonia hut, the most important of 
Forni di Sopra. You can keep following the 
CAI 209 path towards the saddle Forcella 
della Croce towards Casera Razzo and then 
Sauris. You can either go back climbing up 
as far as the fork of Sociaval or following 
the variant explained afterwards. From the 
fork, along the old mule track - signpost 
CAI 208 - you will reach the meadows of 
the pasture of Tartoi and the homonymous 
casera (hut where cheese is produced). 
Slopes are less demanding than in the 
descending starting part. After resting, 
here you can choose whether to go back 
following the normal slope or following 
the second more demanding variant.

Difficult variants
1.From casera Tragonia (a casera is a hut 
where cheese is produced) experts can go 
back following the old mule track, which 
leads to the shepherd’s hut, which is 
demanding because of the rocky and 
wild ground - CAI 209 path.
2.From casera Tartoi go back across the 
pastures of Varmost following the lower 
CAI 211 signed variant, you will reach the 
dirt road to the Varmost hut. From here 
ride downhill following the signpost CAI 
207 to Som Piccolo, crossroads of the ski 
slopes. Here you can keep cycling on the 
forest track - signpost CAI 207 - or use 
the very difficult Downhill track.

L
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INFO: TurismoFVG Forni di Sopra
Tel. +39 0433 886767
info.fornidisopra@turismo.fvg.it



This itinerary unravels on the northern and north-
eastern side of the Tagliamento valley of the 
area of Forni di Sopra. It leads to the Tartoi and 
Tragonia shepherd’s huts and, for experts, to the 
Varmost huts. In summer both casere (huts where 
cheese is produced) provide a refreshment service.
The route stretches across forest tracks, 
mule tracks and meadows. The itineraries are 
demanding because of their slopes and difference 
in height, the soil of the dirt mule tracks is always 
uniform and firm. Greater physical effort is required 
in the lower part, whereas technical difficulties 
can be found when you go back. If you go back 
following the same route, there are not particular 
technical difficulties and the route is practicable 
also by those who are less expert.
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• Difficulty classification: RED 

 complete version (for people who are used to physical  
 effort and have a good technical preparation in some   
 parts)
• Start/Finish: Centre of Forni di Sopra
• Distance: 21 Km (normal return), 26.8 Km   
 (complete, Varmost variant)
• Time: 5 hours / 6.30 hours
• Difference in height: 1,102 m
• Maximum height: 1,760 m asl (Casera Tragonia)
• Cycling: 100% (normal return), 95% (Varmost variant) 
• Road surface: 70% dirt road, 28% paths, 2% asphalt  
 road



9.From Gemona to Venzone

tart: Gemona. Leaving from piazza 
Garibaldi (Garibaldi square) cycle for 
200 metres along via Caneva as far 

as via dei Cappuccini; turn right following 
the signs towards Monte Cuarnan (Mount 
Cuarnan). After the village of Gleseute, 
climb up the dirt road on the artificial 
bank of the Vegliato stream. After the bed 
of the stream (almost always dry) climb 
up the mule track which, with a steady 
slope, after about 4 km gets to the saddle 
Sella S. Agnese. Keep riding north, along 
the uneven mule track which goes down 
to the plateau Plan di Muini.

From the top of this plateau go left and at 
the following fork turn right. On the bed 
of the Pozzolons stream, follow a track on 
the right bank, until you get to the main 
mule track again. Ride west towards the 
Tagliamento river for about one hundred 
metres, until you get to a clearing. 
So far we have covered about 6 km. 
Turn right into a cartroad which leads, 
across the striking stree Ghiaione dei 
Rivoli Bianchi, to Venzone. Keep riding 
north, you will soon reach the asphalt 
road of Borgo Rozza. After 200 metres go 
right until you get to the small church of 
Borgo San Giacomo. Before getting to the 
Pontebbana main road, turn right into via 
degli Alpini, which leads to the road that 
runs along the moat of the town of 
Venzone. When you get to the Gate Porta 
S. Genesio, it is worth turning right and 
following the signs towards Santa 
Caterina, although the last part (500 
metres) has an average gradient of almost 
15%. You can go back following the same 
route or descending along the (very busy) 
Pontebbana road, and turning left towards 
Ospedaletto along the road which leads to 
Gemona.

S
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9

A pleasant itinerary, with a 
nice view on the Julian Pre-Alps 
which descends on the bed of 
the Tagliamento river and with 
wonderful sights, such as the 
small church of S. Agnese 
embraced by the rocks of Cuel 
Frateit and of Creta Storta. 
Do not miss the small San 
Giacomo and Santa Caterina 
churches, and crossing the 
centre of Venzone by bike is 
surely a taste of a visit, which 
deserves more time.
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INFO: TurismoFVG Udine
tel. +39 0432 295972
info.udine@turismo.fvg.it

• Difficulty classification: BLUE

• Distance: 19 km 
• Time: 2.30 hours/ 3 hours
• Difference in height: 450 m 
• Maximum height: 430 m   
 (saddle Sella S.Agnese) 
• Cycling: 100%
• Main road surface: 47%   
 asphalt road, 53% dirt road



10.The places of WWI on the  
     Carso of the area of Gorizia

eaving from the parking area of the 
Military Memorial of Redipuglia, cycle 
towards the village of Polazzo and then 

turn into the climbing dirt road, which 
leads to the Carso plateau. You will get first 
to the Filippo Corridoni boundary stone and 
then to the Brigata Sassari boundary stone. 
Follow the dirt road to Monte San Michele. 
You will get to the asphalt road, to the 
small village of San Martino del Carso, 
and then again to the dirt road and after a 
short slope you will get to the back of the 
museum on Monte San Michele. 
The museum, where interesting war 
findings are displayed, is worth a visit. 
Monte San Michele can be easily reached 
by car from Sagrado, and it is an excellent 
panoramic spot on the Collio and on part of 
the plain of Friuli. Back on the bike, leave 
from behind the museum and cycle to the 
village of San Michele and then to a small 

speleological camp. You will then get to 
Monte Brestovec (control spot with 

the remains of some 
gunports).

The tour will now lead us to Doberdò del 
Lago, a village, which also names a karst 
lake which can be easily reached in some 
minutes following an asphalt road. 
Now cycle towards the small graveyard of 
the village where, alongside the parking 
area, you turn into the dirt road again. 
After about one kilometre you will get near 
the Dolina dei Bersaglieri, where the local 
municipal tourist board organizes an 
interesting historical recalling. Now the tour 
is over, only the descent which leads back 
to the parking area is left; but first make a 
detour to the higher part of the Memorial, 
where the museum and the chapel are 
surely very interesting places.
The pleasant descent will lead you back to 
the starting point where your car is parked.

Shorter variant
From Monte San Michele ride downhill 
towards San Martino del Carso, where you 
will get onto the asphalt road and then to 
“La Crosara”. After the crossroads and back 
on the dirt road, you will return to Polazzo 
and to the parking area.

L
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INFO: TurismoFVG Gorizia
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info.gorizia@turismo.fvg.it
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This itinerary will make you pass through sadly famous 
places, where bloody battles of the First World War took 
place. Monuments, boundary stones, museums and places 
of the firing lines, will be reached riding your mountain 
bike, cycling across the Carso. The calcareous rocks 
moulded by the rain, the dolinas (areas in which the 
subsoil has given in) and the flora, mainly consisting of 
blackberry bushes and shrubs, are typical of this area. 

Paying particular attention to the surrounding environment, it will not be so rare to see roes, 
hares or the trails of wild boars. The dirt roads are a mixture of stones and red clayey ground, 
not particularly difficult to cycle on, but demanding (because of the type of ground) at certain 
points. The single tracks will be funny but at the same time you will have to be careful. 

• Difficulty classification: RED 

 Complete version (partly more technical 
 and longer, for people trained for medium-long  
 distances). 
• Start/Finish: Military Memorial of Redipuglia (GO)
• Distance: about 40 Km the complete route, about  
 18 km the shorter route. 
• Time: 3 hours / 4 hours
• Difference in height: 450 m
• Maximum height: 275 m asl (Monte San Michele)
• Cycling: 100% experts (95% tourist) 
• Road surface: 85% cartroad, off-road paths, 
 15% asphalt road



11.From Fagagna to Colloredo 
 di Montalbano

tart from the equipped area of Cjastenar 
in the western outskirts of Fagagna.
Before setting off towards San Daniele, 

we will visit the centre of Fagagna where it 
is possible to see the ancient village. 
We will proceed towards the first castle, the 
castle of Fagagna, which is famous for the 
clock tower dating back to the end of the 
tenth century. We descend the hill of 
Fagagna and go towards Majano along the 
road n.10. On leaving the village, turn into 
the panoramic road which links San Daniele 
to Fagagna and allows to reach Rive 
d’Arcano and the area of Arcano Superiore, 
where you can visit the castle of the XI 
century. Along the dirt road we ride towards 
Caporiacco crossing the road which leads to 
Majano. In Caporiacco we will find traces of 
time gone by observing the ancient castle 
(XII century) which is being renovated.
Leaving Caporiacco we proceed, on 
secondary and not very busy roads, keeping 
left and passing through Entesano, Aveacco, 
Laibacco and we reach Colloredo di Monte 
Albano. Here we will stop to visit the 
homonymous castle of the XIV century.
This building, which first was an important 
defence spot, was transformed to be used 
as a residential building. We will then ride 
towards Moruzzo along the road which leads 
to Caporiacco for some metres until we cross 

the secondary road which 
leads us to the village of 
Moruzzo, where we can 
visit the old manor-house 
(XII century) which was 
transformed into a luxury 
building in the XVI 
century. Moreover, in 
Moruzzo it is also possible 
to see a natural monument, that is the big 
linden tree which has been standing in the 
square for about 600 years. From Moruzzo 
we keep riding towards Fagagna, or, along a 
dirt road itinerary, it is interesting to make a 
detour to visit the castle which, because of 
its typical architecture, is the most 
representative of the area: the castle 
of Villalta di Fagagna (X century).

Shorter variant
From Entesano turn into the dirt road 
outside the village and ride towards Moruzzo 
and then Fagagna.

S
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This itinerary unravels in the area of the hills between San Daniele 
del Friuli and Colloredo di Monte Albano. The area looks like an 
amphitheatre in whose background there are the mountain chains 
of the Musi and of the Julian Alps on the one side and of the Carnic 
Pre-Alps on the other side. This itinerary allows to visit the main 
Medieval castles and fortifications of Friuli. In some villages you 
will see some erratic boulders used as a decoration, which were 
transported downhill by the glacier and abandoned like the other 
small-size morainic material. From a naturalistic point of view, the 
landscape you pass through consists of woods, meadows and hay-cut 
fields, areas with hardwood forests, poplar trees, robinias. The fauna 
consists of roes, woodpeckers and squirrels. The route is all made up 
of slightly inclined ups and downs and is practicable all over the year.

11
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• Difficult classification: GREEN  
 (easy, for all cyclists)
• Start/Finish: Fagagna (UD)   
 Equipped area of Cjastenar
• Distance: 34 Km 
• Time: 3.30 hours / 4 hours
• Difference in height: 420 m
• Maximum height: 267 m asl   
 (Moruzzo)
• Cycling: 100%  
• Road surface: 20% dirt road, 
 80% asphalt road



12.Joanaz and the amphitheatre   
    of Torreano di Cividale

eaving from the parking area in the 
centre of Torreano, we come out of the 
village climbing up to Reant, travelling 

along a track of cobblestones interrupted by 
concrete slabs and rainwater drains, which 
becomes a cartroad in the fir-wood. 
The last part is an asphalt road. In Reant 
we will have to decide whether to keep 
following the shorter itinerary or the 
complete route. After admiring the view of 
the amphitheatre of the Torreano valley, we 
continue the complete excursion turning 
into the “T1” path outside Reant towards 
Madonnina del Domm reaching the 
mountain hut Rifugio Joanaz. Proceeding 
north towards Bocchetta di San Antonio, we 
turn into the mule track which leads us to 
the fork which allows us to get to the foot 
of Monte Joanaz, where you can admire a 
wonderful 360° view. Riding downhill, 
keeping right and going north, we almost 
make a complete loop, thus enjoying the 
view on the first Slovenian peaks and on 
Monte Stol. After the village of Tamoris, we 
will cycle, on the asphalt road, to the village 
of Masarolis, where it is possible to stop off. 
This can be the meeting point for those who 
had chosen the shorter variant. From this 
point onwards, we descend along the ridge 
along a panoramic asphalt road until we 
cross the Spignon naturalistic path.

We advise you to stop at 
the small church of S. 
Spirito, where you can 
admire the view on the 
Matajur, the Valli del 
Natisone and recall the 
events of the First World 
War. We ride downhill 
along a cartroad, which 
once was a 
cobblestones military 
road, which is 
demanding because in some parts its 
surface is uneven. We reach the ford across 
the Chiarò and the centre of the village. 

Shorter route 
After Reant, we follow an asphalt stretch of 
road, which soon becomes a forest track in 
the fir-wood, which leads us to the first 
houses of Masarolis, from where we can 
descend enjoying the open view on the Valli 
del Natisone. 

L
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12

This itinerary unravels in the Valle del Chiarò (Valley of Chiarò) and leads to 
one of the most beautiful and panoramic peaks of the Julian Pre-Alps which 
can be reached from the area of Cividale. The route crosses fir and beech 
woods and sunny areas. The surface of the cartroad is made up of often 
uneven cobblestones, with parts of concrete slabs. There are also some 
single tracks, which can be difficult and in some parts are on asphalt road. 
The itinerary is practicable all over the year. To appreciate the views and 
interesting naturalistic areas of the complete itinerary, minimum physical 
training is required. For the safety of those who are less expert, we urge to 
be particularly careful and keep a reduced speed, suitable to the control of 
the bike, due to the presence of stones on the road surface.
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• Difficulty classification: RED 

 complete version (for people who are used   
 to physical effort and have a good technical  
 preparation in some parts)
• Start/Finish: Parking area of the centre 
 of Torreano di Cividale (UD)
• Distance: 41.5 Km (complete as far as   
 Monte Joanaz), 24 Km (shorter route, Reant,  
 Masarolis)
• Time: 5 hours / 7 hours
• Difference in height: 1,100 m
• Maximum height: 1,167 m asl    
 (Castelmonte)
• Cycling: 100% experts
• Road surface: 60% cartroad, 15% off-road  
 paths / 25% asphalt road
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13.Piancavallo and the   
    Cansiglio plateau

he equipped tourist resort is 
Piancavallo. Descending to Sarone 
and following the signs to Pian del 

Cansiglio, we reach the main road, which 
from Vittorio Veneto goes up to Broz and 
Tambre. We park the car at the mountain 
pass “La Crosetta” and we start cycling on 
a stretch of asphalt road. As soon as we 
can, we turn into the dirt road we cross on 
our right and we go towards Candaglia-Pian 
Cansiglio-Valbona. Following the dirt road 
we proceed into the wood until we get to 
the asphalt road which we will follow east 
as far as a fork which leads to a casera 
(hut where cheese was produced) which 
belongs to the forest rangers and then 
towards Piancavallo if we keep following 
the mule track on the eastern side of Monte 
Candaglia and crossing the hills in altitude 
we reach the casera of the Valle Friz (Friz 
Valley) where the rapid descent begins. 
The itinerary we propose here, on the 
contrary, proceeds following the signpost 
CAI B; the dirt road follows the continuous 
gorges and hills, which descend towards the 
Val Bona (Bona valley). Keeping right, we 
keep riding along the cartroad, which marks 
the boundary of the natural reserve Pian di 
Baldassare, we reach Pian Rosada: here it 
is possible to stop off in the predisposed 
equipped areas. We easily ride towards 

Campon along the slight descent in the 
wood. Crossing the main Road 422 we ride 
south as far as the crossroads: here we 
can choose the shorter variant or turn into 
the closed road which leads to Palughetto. 
Cycle along the Taffarel path signed 
CAI F until the end. The first fraction is 
the hardest and before getting to Monte 
Mazuc, we cross a fork which leads to the 
Mezzomiglio casera. Here there are possible 
variants to descend to the lake of Santa 
Croce. Proceed along the Taffarel road with 
slightly climbing parts which allow you to 
admire the forest which surrounds the road. 
The Taffarel road ends up in the gorge 
Vallone di Vallorch, from where we can 
reach the asphalt road of Monte Pizzoc and 
going downhill we cross the main Road 422 
and get to the starting point.
 
Shorter route 
Once you have reached Campon, instead of 
riding to Palughetto on a secondary road, 
cycle along the main Road 422 with slight 
gradient variations and in about 9 km you 
will get to the starting point.

T
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This itinerary unravels in the southern part of the area of 
Piancavallo crossing the forest of the Cansiglio plateau which 
lies partly in Friuli Venezia Giulia and partly in the Veneto 
region. This itinerary is beautiful and interesting because of 
the richness of the woods and of the plateau. In particular 
it is possible to visit some of the natural reserves within the 
forest. The itinerary is practicable almost all over the year, 
and as it is a woodland, the Autumn period is particularly 
charming. The road surface is a mixture of dirt roads, 
gravelled cartroads and asphalt roads.

• Difficulty classification: RED 

 complete version
 (due to physical effort)
• Start/Finish: Forcella La Crosetta   
  mountain pass (main Road 422   
 Vittorio Veneto-Tambre) 
• Distance: 39 Km (Complete   
 Excursion), 28.6 Km (Shorter route)
• Time: 2.45 hours / 4 hours
• Difference in height: 650 m
• Maximum height: 1,360 m asl   
 (Mountain pass Forcella Pieltinis)
• Cycling: 100% (Normal return)
• Road surface: 70% dirt-road, 
 30% asphalt road



14.Malghe (shepherd’s huts) 
 of Montasio 

tart from the arrival of the Slalom ski 
run and turn into the small gravelly 
road behind the Bila Pec block of flats 

along which you ride for about 400 metres 
before turning into the asphalt road which 
leads to the plateau Altopiano del Montasio, 
along which you will cycle for about 3.5 km 
(with a gradient up to 18%) until you get to 
its large square. From here, turning left, you 
can reach and visit the malghe (shepherd’s 
huts) and after getting to the highest spot 
of the route, at the fork which leads to the 
mountain hut Rifugio di Brazzà, keep cycling 
along the dirt road towards the hut Malga 
del larice, crossing the plateau, first with a 
slight descent of about 2 km and then with 
an average slope of 500 metres, we will 

reach the hut malga Cregnedul. Short break 
to admire the wonderful massif of Canin 
and begin the descent towards Sella Nevea, 
following some hairpin bends on the dirt road. 
The road alternates more or less demanding 
fractions until you get downhill. 
You can arrive either at the Slalom ski run 
or at the Camet cross-country ski track.

Variant 
Route of the Camet cross-country ski track.
This route is 3 km long and has a minimum 
difference in height of 70 metres. Therefore, 
it is ideal for those who want to start riding 
a mountain bike cycling on this suggestive 
route immersed in the wood with slight and 
short slopes and descents.

S
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The Montasio plateau, open pastures 
on the slopes of a mountain which is 
important for local mountain-climbing. 
It seems strange that such a large plain 
can be found at the foot of such 
a massif. The shepherd’s huts (malghe), 
within such a context, can make the 
most of the pasture of such a large 
extent. The shepherd’s huts are the 
destination of this itinerary. 
This pleasant route will allow you to 
cycle among the grazing animals and 
taste the fresh products of the casere 
(huts where cheese is produced).
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INFO: TurismoFVG Tarvisio
tel. +39 0428 2135
info.tarvisio@turismo.fvg.it

• Difficulty classification: BLUE 

 (although with short difficult fractions)
• Start/Finish: Sella Nevea, large square opposite  
 the barracks of the Guardia di Finanza (Revenue  
 Guard Corps).
• Distance: 10 km.
• Time: 2 hours
• Difference in height: 450 m 
• Maximum height: 1,660 m asl mountain hut  
 Rifugio di Brazzà 
• Cycling: 100%  
• Road surface: 50% cartroad, off-road paths/   
 50% asphalt road
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15.Monte dei Pini Conconello   

he route starts on our left coming out 
of the parking area of the Research 
Area and of Sincrotrone and, keeping 

left, it will make us cross the village of 
Basovizza, then the road which leads to 
Opicina and turn into the dirt road which 
leads to Sesana in Slovenia. After about 
two km from the starting point, we turn 
left into a path bounded by two karstic 
small walls, and at the second fork we 
turn right until we get to the path n. 3 
(Alta Via del Carso - High Path of the 
Carso). Following the signs of the path 
n. 3, we will cross areas of particular 
environmental interest, as the Monte dei 
Pini, the highest spot of the route, and 
then ride downhill and get near the Abyss 
of Trebiciano, a more than 300 metres 
deep hollow on whose bottom the Timavo 
river flows. The last fraction of the route 
is characterised by a descending very 
technical and difficult single track, which 
requires some skills. We will ride on a 
part of cycle track towards Trebiciano but, 
before getting to this village, we turn right 
in a large esplanade, we cycle along a 
funny single track, skirt the highway and 
at the second underpass, reach the main 
road which we will cross.

After the village of Banne, we get to the 
saddle Sella di Conconello and we turn 
left into the dirt road, slight descent and 
then left again. A beautiful descent will 
lead us to the panoramic road which 
runs above the quarry Cava Faccanoni, 
offering us a wonderful view on the whole 
city and on the gulf as far as, on the 
clearest days, the Croatian coast and 
Grado. Wonderful! When we get to the 
Globojner Park, we cross the underpass 
keeping right following the slope where, 
with another fraction of panoramic road, 
we will get to the asphalt road near the 
Golf Courses where, after the crossroads 
and after turning left, we will get to our 
starting point.

T
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Although within a context of urban 
development supported thanks to, or 
because of, according to the points 
of view, the Research Area and the 
Sincrotrone Are, this itinerary has the 
features of the Carso, loved by local 
bikers: uneven ground, striking views 
and silent woods. Very technical and 
gratifying, this route gives us the 
opportunity to cross a very wild and 
technical area along the boundary line, 
a full immersion in the nature of Carso.

INFO: TurismoFVG Trieste
tel. +39 040 3478312
info.trieste@turismo.fvg.it

• Difficulty classification: RED 

 (for people who are used to physical effort and  
 have a good technical preparation in some parts)
• Start/Finish: Sincrotrone parking area in   
 Basovizza.
• Distance: 21 km
• Time: 3 hours
• Difference in height: 300 m
• Maximum height: 476 m asl (Monte dei Pini)
• Cycling: 100% 
• Road surface: 70% cartroad, 30% asphalt road
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16.Monte Forno and 
 “Cippo dei Tre Confini”   
 boundary stone

fter parking the car in the village of 
Villabassa, take the small road signed 
to Monte Forno. After a small bridge, 

the slope, first along an asphalt road, then 
alternated with dirt fractions, begins; near 
a fork and military ruins, we will proceed 
straight on until we get to a second fork 
where the road, from now on, will be a dirt 
road. We will cycle up a constant, never 
too difficult, slope, until we get to a series 
of hairpin bends, which will soon reach the 
round top near the boundary stone. 
After resting, it is worth taking a look 
around, enjoying the view on the three 
countries which meet in the spot we have 
reached. The descent follows again two 
short parts of the uphill road. 

Going back, we will reach a fork where we 
will turn left into a climbing road. From 
there, two short slopes, before a continuous 
descent as far as the parking area.

A

INFO: TurismoFVG Tarvisio
tel. +39 0428 2135
info.tarvisio@turismo.fvg.it
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This kind of route is present all over Italy, 
but the curiosity of this itinerary lies in 
the fact of finding oneself in a spot which 
delimits the boundary of three countries, 
Austria, Italy and Slovenia. The pleasure 
of reaching by bike the boundary stone, 
on the top of Monte Forno, and of enjoying 
the view on the mountains that surround 
this spot, makes you immediately forget 
the effort. You mainly cycle on a dirt 
road, which is never technically difficult, 
but in some parts it is really demanding. 
Reduced speed will give you the 

possibility to look around admiring the conifer woods which skirt the climbing route, and it is not 
rare to see the local fauna. Once you have reached the stone and wood capital on the top, your 
efforts will be over and it will be possible to rest and take some refreshments before starting the 
descent which leads downhill again.

• Difficulty classification: RED 

 (not technically difficult, but demanding  
 due to the difference in height)
• Start/Finish: Villabassa di Fusine (UD)
• Distance: about 25 km 
• Time: 3 hours / 4 hours
• Difference in height: about 900 m
• Maximum height: 1,508 m asl 
 (Monte Forno)
• Cycling: 100% 
• Road surface: 60% dirt road, 40%  
 asphalt road



17.From Alesso to the Stavoli 
 (rustic houses) Palar immersed   
 in the Carnic Pre-Alps 

tarting from Alesso, cross the bridge 
over the Palar stream, turn right 
towards “località Armentaria” (village 

of Armentaria). There is a steep asphalt 
slope which, after 2.8 km, gets to Cuel 
dal Fari. After 200 metres the road gets 
smoother and much more practicable.
After a kilometre and a half, when you 
get to Forchiatas, the dirt road begins.
After about 10 km from start, you will 

get to Forchia Armentaria, after which 
you start descending for about 4 km, 
until you get to the Stavoli Palar.
Return following the same route.

S
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INFO: TurismoFVG Udine
tel. +39 0432 295972
info.udine@turismo.fvg.it

• Difficulty classification: RED

• Start/Finish: Alesso (UD) 
• Distance: 28 Km
• Time: 3 hours and 15 minutes 
 / 4 hours
• Difference in height: 842 m
• Maximum height: 810 m 
• Cycling: 100%
• Main road surface: 31% asphalt 
 road, 69% dirt road
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It is also possible to freely 
spend the night in the 
Stavoli Palar, to best enjoy 
all the views, the sounds 
and the perfumes of one of 
the last wild environments 
of the Carnic Pre-Alps: the 
valley of the Palar stream.

Villanova caves
A very striking 
phenomenon of the area of 
Villanova is related to the 
presence of many dolinas, 
characteristic hollows 
of the areas affected by 
karstic phenomena which 
very often are a sign of the 
presence of underground 
hollows. Among the caves 
which can presently be 
visited, the cave Sala 
Regina Margherita, a wide 
empty space covered by 
concretions of every kind, 
is highly spectacular.
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18.Sauris: tour of the malghe     
    (shepherd’s huts)

fter parking your car in Sauris di 
Sotto, ride north up the asphalt road, 
leaving the lake and the village behind 

and the famous ham firm on your right. 
While you ride uphill steeply, enter the pine 
wood, and, keeping along the asphalt road, 
get to the fork where you can choose the 
first possible variant. Turning right into 
a slightly climbing road, we reach the 
mountain hut Rifugio Eimblat where you 
can admire the view on the lake and on the 
Monte Bivera which dominates the valley. 
We go on and get to the asphalt road, the 
last way to the village of Lateis. Proceeding 
in opposite direction, we cross the wood 
reaching a fork: here we can follow the 
demanding dirt slope to Casera Gerona (a 
casera is a hut where cheese is produced), 
and then Casera Pieltinis, or make a detour 
stopping in the sunny valley between 
Torondon and Novarza, guests of the Casera 
Novarzutta. Climbing higher, we will reach 
the saddle Forcella Pieltinis where we can 
admire the view on Vinadia and on the 
Dolomites of the Val Pesarina (Pesarina 
Valley). Along the mule track we reach the 
Casera Vinadia Grande, where the slope 
towards the saddle Forcella Vinadia starts 
again. The slope is demanding due to the 
uneven ground and the descent requires 
particular attention due to the gradient. 

We reach the fork which leads to Casera 
Malinis and following the signpost CAI 
204-3c, we ride across the pastures leaving 
the larch wood behind. The mule track 
which leads to Casera Festons has two 
difficult climbing parts, the second of 
which is very hard, alternated with a 
pasture where there are the Malinis lakes. 
After the saddle, we ride downhill to the hut 
Malga Festons and following a slightly 
climbing dirt road, we reach the panoramic 
spot which is analogous to the saddle 
Forcella Pieltinis towards the Sauris Valley. 
From here we rapidly descend to Sauris di 
Sopra along the mule track which climbs 
up the side of Monte Festons. From Sauris 
di Sopra we reach the starting point along 
the asphalt road.

Shorter route
After about 2 km from start, we get to a 
fork, going left, which in some parts is a 
steeper road, we get to a dirt road. Keep 
left and following the signs of the path 
n.2, cross the larch wood along a cartroad, 
crossing stavoli (rustic houses) and 
panoramic rest areas.

A
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INFO: TurismoFVG Sauris
tel. +39 0433 86076
info.sauris@turismo.fvg.it
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This itinerary unravels on the southern sides of the slope formed by Festons, Morgenlite, Pieltinis 
and Torondon and on the mountain pastures which overlook the Val Pesarina. In this area there 
are the main malghe (shepherd’s huts) of Sauris, linked by forest roads, which are still operating 
in summer. The itinerary is demanding but the view offered by the alpine landscape is worth it: in 
fact, it offers open views from different lookout spots on the valley of the Sauris lake, the wide Val 
Pesarina and on the beautiful mountains of the Dolomites of Friuli. When stopping off, observers will 
be able to see rare and protected flower species. The itinerary allows you to choose between two 
variants if you want to follow a less demanding route, open to less trained bikers or if a fast return 
is necessary. The road surface is good and does not have technical difficulties, but some slope parts 
require training to be enjoyed. In fact, the route winds along dirt roads, forest tracks, a small amount 
of paths and some stretches of asphalt road.
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• Difficulty classification: RED 

 complete version (for people who are used 
 to physical effort and have a good technical   
 preparation in some parts)
• Start/Finish: Centre of Sauris di Sotto 
 - (Church)
• Distance: 28 Km (Normal return), 13 Km   
 (Shorter route)
• Time: 5 hours / 6.5 hours
• Difference in height: 1,220 m
• Maximum height: 1,880 m asl 
 (saddle Forcella Pieltinis)
• Cycling: 100%, (Normal return)  
• Road surface: 80% dirt road, 15% paths, 
 5% asphalt road



19.Sella Nevea and the Lake 
 of Raibl

tart from the large square opposite 
the historic cableway of Monte Canin, 
short stretch of route on the Poviz ski 

lift as far as the Baita delle Alpi Giulie (hut 
of the Julian Alps), then keep riding along 
the main road towards Cave del Predil. 
Follow the same road for about 500 metres 
until it begins to descend towards the 
small village, where turning right, you enter 
the path which leads to Monte Robon (CAI 
signpost 637) along which you proceed for 
about one hundred metres, then turn left 
into the descending forest road for about 
500/600 m and you reach the main road 
again. Go right and proceed along the 
asphalt road as far as the fork with the road 
which leads to the mountain hut Rifugio 
Corsi (CAI signpost 628), turn left into 
it riding along the dirt road which leads 
us to the loop route of the small military 
barracks and then to the main road.

From here keep riding for about 7 km, as 
far as the Nauti-Cave Centre of the Raibl 
lake, where you can admire the wonderful 
lake, rest on a comfortable sun bed, taste 
an excellent snack, or use the boats to 
continue the tour on the lake. Go back 
following the same route.

Shorter route
Those who do not want to face the descent 
on the dirt road below Monte Robon or 
want to skip the tour of the small barracks 
can follow the whole route along the 
asphalt main road which leads to Cave 
del Predil.
 

S
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INFO: TurismoFVG Tarvisio
tel. +39 0428 2135
info.tarvisio@turismo.fvg.it
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After reaching Sella Nevea by car, this 
itinerary allows to easily get to the lake 
of Raibl across the luxuriant conifer 
woods at the foot of the Jof Fuart mountain 
chain. The peculiarity of the route is the 
altimetric profile: it is funnel-shaped, that 
is the first part is descending and the 
return follows the same route, therefore 
it is climbing. This proposal is particularly 
suitable for families because there is 
the possibility to visit the park which 
is equipped with ropes and bridges 
suspended among the trees, or the relax 
centre at the lake of Raibl.
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• Difficulty classification: RED 

 (if all variants on dirt roads)
• Start/Finish: Sella Nevea
• Distance: 30 km 
• Time: 3 / 3.30 hours 
• Difference in height: 260 m 
• Maximum height: 1,180m asl 
 (Sella Nevea)
• Cycling: 100%  
• Road surface: 60% dirt road /40%   
 asphalt road



20.Val Bartolo, Sella di Bartolo,    
     Malga Acomizza

4444

Pista Ciclabile

Pista Ciclabile

tarting point of this excursion is the 
village of Camporosso. After parking your 
car, turn into the entrance of the valley 

“Val Bartolo” and begin going up along the 
asphalt road following the Bartolo stream. 
Still on the asphalt road, you will get to 
the meadows used for haymaking by local 
inhabitants, and to the beautiful, renovated 
baite (mountain huts), immersed in this 
small paradise. Without particular difficulties, 
on a dirt road practicable by bike, you will 
get to the saddle “Sella di Bartolo”, and 
then to the border with Austria. Beyond it, 

the slope gets more demanding, but never 
impossible, until you get to the shepherd’s 
hut Malga Acomizza, where you can rest 
tasting the typical products of the hut. 
On your bike again, along a cartroad, you will 
start a very long and funny descent towards 
the small village of Feistritz, the brakes of 
your bike will be tested to avoid excessive 
speed riding downhill. At the fountain, which 
surrounds a wonderful tree, turn right into 
the PISTA CICLABILE ALPE ADRIA (Alpe Adria 
Cycle Track) which in Austria links to the 
PISTA CICLABILE DELLA DRAVA (Drau Radweg - 

S
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INFO: TurismoFVG Tarvisio
tel. +39 0428 2135
info.tarvisio@turismo.fvg.it
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Drava Cycle Track) and towards Tarvisio you 
will cover about 20 km with about 350 metres 
of difference in height, reaching Camporosso. 

Shorter variant
If you choose to go back on the Tarvisio side, turn 
right and, first with a slight slope, then with a long 
descent, still on a cartroad, you will get to the 
asphalt road which goes up to the mountain hut 
Rifugio Nordio. From here, still on the asphalt, you 
will first cross the village of Ugovizza and after few 
kilometres you will get to your car in Camporosso.

These two beautiful itineraries will let you 
cycle through the wonderful woods of the 
area of Tarvisio, they both offer a wonderful 
view, but are demanding from a physical 
point of view. They both have slopes, but 
when you get to the hut Malga Acomizza 
(Achomitzer Alm), you can choose the return 
route to Camporosso. Going back on the 
Italian side, physical effort will be over when 
you get to the hut, whereas if you want to go 
back along the descent on the Austrian side, 
you will have to face the difference in height 
climbing from the nice Austrian village of 
Feistritz to Camporosso, passing through the 
Coccau pass, all along a cycle track.

• Difficulty classification: RED 

 complete version (physically demanding, 
 though it does not require particular technical  
 skill). RED shorter route (physical strain due to  
 the difference in height of about 900 m).
• Start/Finish: Camporosso in Valcanale 2 loop   
 routes, of different difficulty.
• Distance: about 45 km the complete route 
 and about 23 km the shorter route.
• Time: 4/6 hours
• Difference in height: 1,300 m the long route,   
 850 the shorter route
• Maximum height: 1,708 m asl 
 (Malga Acomizza)
• Cycling: 100%  
• Road surface: 70% cartroad, off-road paths /   
 30% asphalt road



21.Valli del Torre 
     (Valleys of Torre)

46

tart: Vedronza. After crossing the 
bridge over the Torre stream, turn left 
and follow the road on the right which 

wades across the Vedronza stream. Follow 
a forest road which goes up towards the 
village of Stella: after 3 km, at the fork, 
turn right. Turn right into the asphalt road, 
towards the village of Flaipano; when you 
get to the square, keep cycling towards 
Montenars. After about 10 km from start, 
you will get to the “rocul al puestin, from 
which you will turn into the forest track 
which leads to Sammardenchia. After one 
kilometre and a half, turn left and reach 
the main road; turn left again, go beyond 
Sammardenchia and descend towards the 
village Borgo Gaspar. After about 17 km 
and a half from start, you will get to the fork 
towards Stella, keep left and go up crossing 
Malemaseria and Stella, riding then towards 

Borgo Boreaniz and Borgo Mics. Turn right 
towards the Monte Oussa where, after about 
22 km from start, you will reach the highest 
spot of the route. From here you will begin 
descending: after 1.2 km turn right and 
cycle to the village of Vedronza.

Shorter route
For those who want to limit physical strain 
and enjoy the Zimor valley floor, from about 
half of the itinerary, after Frattinis, it is 
possible to follow the asphalt road which 
leads to Borgo Gaspar.

S

INFO: TurismoFVG Udine
tel. +39 0432 295972
info.udine@turismo.fvg.it
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One of the many funny itineraries 
to discover the high Valle del 
Torre. Here you can ride your bike 
in contact with nature and those 
who are able to appreciate it, will 
be thrilled. Those who understand 
its value, know how to look among 
the woods, the meadows and the 
rocks for sounds and perfumes, 
here will find a true paradise.
Not very far from Udine, but enough 
to get away from stress and chaos, 
noise and traffic jams.
It would be better to be at least 
two, or to tell someone the itinerary 
you are going to follow, as you may 
cycle for a long time meeting only 
roes, foxes and squirrels.
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• Difficulty classification: RED

• Start/Finish: Vedronza (UD)
• Distance: 27 km
• Difference in height: 1,000 m
• Maximum height: 724 m
• Cycling: 100%
• Main road surface: 45% asphalt   
 road, 55% dirt road



22.Val Venzonassa
    (Venzonassa Valley)

tart from the wonderful Medieval square 
of Venzone and climb up the 
orographical right side of the 

Venzonassa stream on the asphalt for some 
kilometres until you get to Borgo Costa, then 
follow some asphalt slopes as far as the fork 
to Malga Confin and Casera Ungarina (a 
casera is a hut where cheese is produced).
From here there is rapid descent on a mule 
track as far as Ponte Torrente Venzonassa 
(bridge over the Venzonassa stream). 
Keep going up a constant slope on an easy 
road surface across one of the most 
beautiful beechwoods (very old coppice 
of Fagus sylvatica) of Friuli, to the saddle 
Forcella Tacia. From here turn right (left you 
would go down to the valley of Torre) and 

follow the rapid descent on a mule track 
with a difference in height of 350 metres.
At the end of it, carry your bike to get over 
the slippery rocks near the Stavoli (rustic 
houses) Scudellar. Afterwards get on your 
bike again and climb up a long slope 
towards an extreme stretch which includes 
the climbing of the saddle Forcella Ledis. 
For 3 km follow a demanding descent on a 
scree which those who are more expert will 
be able to cover partly by bike. At the fork 
at the end of the descent, cross the scree 
for the last time (riding straight on on the 
Rivoli Bianchi di Venzone, you would reduce 
the route by some kilometres) and climb up 
the hard slope which leads to the saddle 
Sella S.Agnese with a wonderful view on 
the Tagliamento river and on Gemona. 
Right of the small church Chiesetta della 
Santa, climb up towards Monte Cumieli, 
then descend again towards the Rivoli 
Bianchi di Venzone. After a fraction in the 
wood with continuous funny ups and downs 
which will test the biker’s training, from 
above the Rozza and S.Giacomo villages, 
cycle towards the walls of Venzone, where 
the itinerary ends.

S
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This itinerary starts and finishes in Venzone. For those who come from out of the region, Venzone 
can be easily reached along the motorway (A4 motorway Venice-Tarvisio), motorway exit Gemona, 
from which it is about 7 km north. There is the possibility to observe the meticulous rebuilding 
of the town after the earthquake; it is famous for its walls, its town hall, the wonderful Cathedral, 
symbol of the community, and to get to know the esteemed food and wines of Friuli.
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• Difficulty classification: RED  
 (for people who are used to physical 
 effort and have a good technical   
 preparation in some parts)
• Start/Finish: Venzone (UD)
• Distance: 40 Km (complete to 
 Monte Joanaz)
• Time: 4 hours / 5 hours
• Difference in height: 1,030 m
• Maximum height: 232 m asl 
• Cycling: 100% for experts 
• Road surface: 50% cartroad, 
 25 off-road paths / 25% asphalt road



23.Visit to the Rocca   
 di Monfalcone cycling on 
 the Carso of the Isonzo area

oming out of the parking area, turn 
right, and after about 300 m on the 
main road, turn left where the 

demanding slope, which will shortly lead us 
to the beginning of the dirt road, starts. After 
this first effort, we will see the karstic 
territory, calcareous stones and clayey ground, 
with a vegetation which mainly consists of 
bushes and pine trees. From here you will 
keep cycling on the dirt road and on some 
easy single tracks, until you get to a technical 
descent, where those who are less expert 
should get off the bike. After the descent, 
you will skirt the motorway until you get to 
the “arches” (a minor construction job where 
the railway passes), and from there along the 
path n.83 you will ride towards Monfalcone, 
skirting the railway. At a certain point, after 
turning right, you will briefly get to the Cima 
di Pietrarossa, a small hill of the area, and 

from there you will briefly reach the Rocca 
di Monfalcone - Fortress of Monfalcone 
(panoramic spot on the city and on the gulf). 
From here you will briefly go back to the 
bottom of the demanding descent, where 
you can choose the return route. 
The two possibilities are: either to climb up 
the slope and follow the route backwards, or 
to keep cycling on the dirt road and turn left 
and after about 2 km you will get to the 
asphalt road and, crossing first the Selz 
village and then the Vermegliano village, you 
will reach the starting point finishing the tour.

Shorter route
If descending from the Fortress you decide to 
go back following the asphalt road, you will 
ride towards the Selz village. Before getting to 
the first houses of the village, you will see the 
horses of a manège free in the paddocks and, 
after getting off the bike, you can rest on one 
of the benches round there. After crossing 
Selz, on a secondary road you will get to 
Vermegliano and after passing near the 
Quarry, you will get to the level crossing you 
have already passed at the beginning of the 
excursion, and from there you will briefly 
reach the parking area.

C
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INFO: TurismoFVG Gorizia
tel. +39 0481 535764
info.gorizia@turismo.fvg.it



The starting point of this itinerary is the parking Area of the Military 
Memorial of Redipuglia where, at the end of the tour, you can relax at the 
bar, thinking about the nice day you have spent. This route does not have 
particular technical difficulties and does not require particular training, 
only at the beginning you will find a demanding slope and therefore those 
who are less trained should climb it slowly. The ideal period to cycle on 
the Carso is autumn, when the colours of vegetation create an unforgettable 
sight; moreover, it is not difficult to see roes or other animals, such as 
badgers, hares or pheasants. However, it seems right to say that in every 
period, the view on the sea or on the mountains, together with vegetation, 
offer very pleasant moments.
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• Difficulty classification: BLUE 

 (it does not require a particular technique 
 on a mountain bike, there is only one slope  
 with a minimum physical effort)
• Start/Finish: Military Memorial of 
 Redipuglia (GO)
• Distance: 30 km. 
• Time: 2 hours / 3 hours
• Difference in height: 150 m
• Maximum height: 121 m asl 
 (Cima di Pietrarossa)
• Cycling: 100% 
• Road surface: 95% dirt road if you go back  
 following the same route, 60% dirt road if  
 you go back along the lower asphalt road



ARTA TERME
Via Umberto I, 15 
33022 Arta Terme
Tel. +39 0433 929290
Fax +39 0433 92104
info.carnia@turismo.fvg.it

GORIZIA
Corso Italia, 9 
34170 Gorizia
Tel. +39 0481 535764
Fax +39 0481 539294
info.gorizia@turismo.fvg.it

PORDENONE
Via Damiani, 2c 
33170 Pordenone
Tel. +39 0434 520381
Fax +39 0434 241608
info.pordenone@turismo.fvg.it

TARVISIO
Via Roma, 14 
33018 Tarvisio
Tel. +39 0428 2135
Fax +39 0428 2972
info.tarvisio@turismo.fvg.it

TRIESTE
Piazza Unità d’Italia, 4b 
34121 Trieste
Tel. +39 040 3478312
Fax +39 040 3478320
info.trieste@turismo.fvg.it

UDINE
Piazza 1° Maggio, 7 
33100 Udine
Tel. +39 0432 295972
Fax +39 0432 504743
info.udine@turismo.fvg.it

AEROPORTO RONCHI DEI LEGIONARI
Via Aquileia, 46 
34077 Ronchi dei Legionari
Tel. +39 0481 476079
Fax +39 0481 776729
info.aeroportofvg@turismo.fvg.it

AQUILEIA
Via Julia Augusta 
parcheggio/bus terminal 
33051 Aquileia
Tel. +39 0431 919491
Fax +39 0431 919491
info.aquileia@turismo.fvg.it

GRADO
Viale Dante, 72 
34073 Grado
Tel. +39 0431 877111
Fax +39 0431 83509
info.grado@turismo.fvg.it

LIGNANO
Via Latisana, 42 
33054 Lignano Sabbiadoro
Tel. +39 0431 71821
Fax +39 0431 724765
info.lignano@turismo.fvg.it

PIANCAVALLO
Via Collalto, 1 
33081 Piancavallo
Tel. +39 0434 655191
Fax +39 0434 655354
info.piancavallo@turismo.fvg.it
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PROGETTO COFINANZIATO DALL’UNIONE EUROPEA
Autorità di controllo: Regione Autonoma Friuli Venezia Giulia - Direzione Centrale Risorse Agricole, Naturali, Forestali e Montagna
Organismo responsabile dell’informazione: Agenzia Turismo Friuli Venezia Giulia - Piazza Manin, 10 loc. Passariano 33033 Codroipo (Ud)
tel. +39 0432 815111, fax +39 0432 815199, info@turismo.fvg.it
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